
Multiobjetive Proximal Bundle Method forNononvex Nonsmooth Optimization:Fortran Subroutine MPBNGC 2.0Marko M. M�akel�aDepartment of Mathematial Information TehnologyP.O. Box 35 (Agora), FIN-40014 University of Jyv�askyl�a, Finlandmakela�mit.jyu.�Abstrat: We onsider a new implementation version 2.0 of MPBNGC Fortransubroutine. MPBNGC is based on the multiobjetive proximal bundle methodfor nonlinearly onstrained nononvex and nonsmooth optimization. In the newversion the quadrati subproblem is solved by PLQDF1 subroutine, whih is anrealization of the dual range spae quadrati programming method for minimaxapproximation with linear onstraints implemented by Luk�san. PLQDF1 replaesQPDF4 subroutine of Kiwiel realizing the dual ative-set quadrati programmingalgorithm.Keywords: Nonsmooth optimization, bundle methods, quadrati programming,multiobjetive optimization, software.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 90C25, 65K05.1. IntrodutionNonsmooth (nondi�erentiable) optimization problems arise in very many �elds ofappliations, for example, in eonomis [Outrata et al., 1998℄, mehanis [Moreauet al., 1988℄, engineering [Mistakidis and Stavroulakis, 1998℄ or in optimal ontrol[M�akel�a and Neittaanm�aki, 1992℄. On the other hand, instead of one riterion theappliations typially have several, often oniting objetives [Miettinen, 1999℄.The soure of nonsmoothness may be the objetive funtion itself, for exampleeonomis pieewise linear tax models or the onstraint funtions like in optimalontrol problems governed by partial di�erential systems. On the other handthe solution proedures based on deomposition methods may also lead to thenonsmooth problem. We may add that there also exist so alled sti� problemswhih are smooth analytially but nonsmooth numerially.There are also several approahes to solve nonsmooth optimization problems.The usage of smooth gradient-based methods for nonsmooth problems is a simpleapproah but may lead to a failure in onvergene, in optimality test or in gradientapproximation (see [Lemar�ehal, 1989℄). On the other hand, the diret methods,for example, the method of Hooke and Jeeves (see, e.g., [Bazaraa and Shetty,1979℄) employing no derivative information, beome ineÆient when the size ofthe problem is growing. Di�erent kind of regularization tehniques introdued, forinstane, in [Haslinger and Neittaanm�aki, 1996℄ may give satisfatory results in1



some ases but are not, in general, as eÆient as the diret nonsmooth approah,as was notied in [M�akel�a and Neittaanm�aki, 1992℄.Caused by the fats listed above the need of eÆient methods for nonsmoothproblems (possibly with several objetives) is evident and widely aepted (see[M�akel�a, 2002℄). However, the ommerial software for mathematial program-ming, like subroutine libraries and most of other optimization pakages, are apa-ble to solve only smooth optimization problems. At the moment the pioneeringsolvers M1FC1 and M2FC1 (see [Lemar�ehal and Banora Imbert, 1985℄) derivedin [Lemar�ehal, 1975℄, BT pakage (see [Outrata et al., 1991℄) derived in [Shrammand Zowe, 1992℄, optimization systems UFO derived in [Luk�san et al., 2000℄ andNOA desribed in [Kiwiel, 1991℄, and subroutine library NSOLIB inluding theode MPBNGC (see [M�akel�a, 1993℄) are probably the only pakages for nonsmoothoptimization.In this work we onsider a new implementation version 2.0 of MPBNGC For-tran subroutine. The ode MPBNGC ombines the multiobjetive linearizationtehnique (see [Wang, 1989℄) and proximal bundle method (see [Kiwiel, 1990℄,[M�akel�a and Neittaanm�aki, 1992℄) for nonlinearly onstrained nononvex opti-mization. MPBNGC has been used as a loal optimizer in the WWW-NIMBUSsystem (see [Miettinen and M�akel�a, 2000℄) realizing the interative multiobjetiveoptimization method NIMBUS (see [Miettinen and M�akel�a, 1995, 2002℄). In thenew version of MPBNGC the quadrati subproblem is solved by PLQDF1 sub-routine, whih is an realization of the dual range spae quadrati programmingmethod for minimax approximation with linear onstraints [Luk�san, 1984℄. Theode PLQDF1 replaes QPDF4 subroutine realizing the dual ative-set quadratiprogramming algorithm [Kiwiel, 1986℄.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we give the problem formulationand remain some basi results from nonsmooth anlysis. In Setion 3 we shortlydesribe the multiobjetive proximal bundle method with some theoretial opti-mality results. The setions 4 and 5 are devoted to the operation and the numerialtesting of MPBNGC, respetively; an example of the user-provided Fortran odesinluding the parameter desription is presented and one numerial example withthe well-known test problem from literature is reported. In Setion 6 we give somenumerial evidene of the reliability of the new version of MPBNGC by omparingit with the previous version in some large-sale single objetive test problems.2. PreliminariesLet us onsider a nonsmooth multiobjetive optimization problem of the form(1) minimize f(x) = (f1(x); : : : ; fk(x))Tsubjet to g(x) = (g1(x); : : : ; gm(x))T � 0;where the objetive funtions fi : Rn ! R and the onstraint funtions gi : Rn ! Rare supposed to be loally Lipshitz ontinuous (see, e.g., [M�akel�a and Neit-taanm�aki, 1992℄). The word \minimize" means that we want to minimize allthe objetive funtions simultaneously. 2



Optimality is here understood in the sense of Pareto. A feasible point x� 2 Rn isPareto optimal if none of the omponents of f an be dereased without inreasingat least one of the other omponents, that is, there does not exist another feasiblepoint x suh that fi(x) � fi(x�) for all i = 1; : : : ; k, and fj(x) < fj(x�) for atleast one j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. A riterion vetor f(x�) is said to be Pareto optimal ifx� is Pareto optimal.In addition to Pareto optimality, we also employ a more general onept, weakPareto optimality. A feasible point x� 2 Rn is weakly Pareto optimal if there doesnot exist any other feasible point where every omponent of f has a smaller value,that is, there does not exist another feasible point x suh that fi(x) < fi(x�) forall i = 1; : : : ; k. A riterion vetor f(x�) is said to be weakly Pareto optimal if x�is weakly Pareto optimal. Every Pareto optimal solution is weakly Pareto optimal.For a loally Lipshitz ontinuous funtion fi : Rn ! R, a subdi�erential at apoint x is de�ned (see [Clarke, 1983℄) as�fi(x) = onv f� 2 Rn j � = limj!1rfi(xj); xj ! x; rfi(xj) existsg;whih is a nonempty, onvex and ompat subset of Rn (see, e.g., [M�akel�a andNeittaanm�aki, 1992℄).Theorem 1. If the funtion fi : Rn ! R is loally Lipshitz ontinuous at x� 2 Rnand attains its loal minimum at x�, then0 2 �fi(x�):If the funtion fi is onvex, then the ondition is also suÆient and the minimumis global.For this and other preliminary results of onvex and nonsmooth analysis, werefer to [Rokafellar, 1982℄, [Clarke, 1983℄ and [M�akel�a and Neittaanm�aki, 1992℄.Now we an present neessary onditions for weak Pareto optimality.Theorem 2. Let the objetive and the onstraint funtions of the problem (1) beloally Lipshitz ontinuous at the feasible point x� 2 Rn . A neessary onditionfor x� to be a weakly Pareto optimal solution of the problem (1) is that there existmultipliers 0 � � 2 Rk and 0 � � 2 Rm for whih (�; �) 6= (0; 0) suh that(a) 0 2 kXi=1 �i�fi(x�) + mXj=1 �j�gj(x�)(b) �jgj(x�) = 0 for all j = 1; : : : ;m:For the proof we refer to [Miettinen and M�akel�a, 1995℄.A feasible point x� 2 Rn is alled a substationary point if it satis�es the neessaryoptimality onditions of Theorem 2.If some onstraint quali�ation is valid, we an obtain the neessary optimalityonditions in a form where some of the omponents of � is stritly positive. If theproblem (1) is onvex then it is said to satisfy the Slater onstraint quali�ationif there exists some x� with gj(x�) < 0 for all j = 1; : : : ;m.3



Theorem 3. Let the problem (1) be onvex (implying that all the objetive andthe onstraint funtions are loally Lipshitz ontinuous). A suÆient onditionfor a feasible point x� 2 Rn to be a weakly Pareto optimal solution of the problem(1) is that there exist multipliers 0 � � 2 Rk with � 6= 0 and 0 � � 2 Rm suhthat (a) 0 2 kXi=1 �i�fi(x�) + mXj=1 �j�gj(x�)(b) �jgj(x�) = 0 for all j = 1; : : : ;m:If the Slater onstraint quali�ation is valid, then the above mentioned onditionsare also neessary for weak Pareto optimality.The proof an be found in [Miettinen and M�akel�a, 1995℄.3. Multiobjetive Proximal Bundle MethodNext we briey sketh the multiobjetive proximal bundle method. The originalproximal bundle method of [Kiwiel, 1990℄ is the most advaned version of the bun-dle family for nonsmooth single objetive optimization. It has been generalized tohandle nononvex and onstrained problems in [M�akel�a and Neittaanm�aki, 1992℄.The following multiobjetive proximal bundle method is an extension into a mul-tiobjetive ase. The strategy of handling several objetive funtions is based onthe linearization tehnique presented in [Kiwiel, 1985(a)℄ and [Wang, 1989℄.Let us �rst onsider an improvement funtion H : Rn � Rn ! R de�ned byH(x; y) = max ffi(x)� fi(y); gj(x) j i = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ;mg:Now we obtain the following onnetion between the improvement funtion andthe problem (1).Theorem 4. A neessary ondition for the point x� 2 Rn to be a weakly Paretooptimal solution of the problem (1) is that(2) x� = argminx2Rn H(x; x�):If the problem (1) is onvex and the Slater onstraint quali�ation is satis�ed,then the ondition (2) is also suÆient.For the proof we refer to [Miettinen and M�akel�a, 1995℄.Let xh be the urrent approximation to the solution of (1) at the iteration h.Then, by Theorem 4, we seek for the searh diretion dh as a solution of theunonstrained optimization problem(3) minimize H(xh + d; xh)subjet to d 2 Rn :4



Sine (3) is still a nonsmooth problem, we must approximate it somehow.Let us assume for a moment that the problem is onvex. We suppose that, at theiteration h besides the urrent iteration point xh, we have some auxiliary pointsyj 2 Rn from the past iterations and subgradients �jfi 2 �fi(yj) for j 2 Jh =f1; : : : ; hg, i = 1; : : : ; k, and �jgl 2 �gl(yj) for j 2 Jh, l = 1; : : : ;m. We linearizethe objetive and the onstraint funtions at the point yj by�fi;j(x) = fi(yj) + (�jfi)T(x� yj) for all i = 1; : : : ; k; j 2 Jh; and�gl;j(x) = gl(yj) + (�jgl)T(x� yj) for all l = 1; : : : ;m; j 2 Jh:Now we an de�ne a onvex pieewise linear approximation to the improvementfuntion byĤh(x) = max f �fi;j(x)� fi(xh); �gl;j(x) j i = 1; : : : ; k; l = 1; : : : ;m; j 2 Jhgand we get an approximation to (3) by(4) minimize Ĥh(xh + d) + 12uhkdk2subjet to d 2 Rn ;where uh > 0 is some weighting parameter. The penalty term 12uhkdk2 is added toguarantee that there exists a solution to (4) and to keep the approximation loalenough.Notie that (4) is still a nonsmooth problem, but due to its min-max-nature itis equivalent to the following (di�erentiable) quadrati problem(5) minimize(d;v)2Rn+1 v + 12uhkdk2subjet to � �hfi;j + (�jfi)Td � v; i = 1; : : : ; k; j 2 Jh� �hgl;j + (�jgl)Td � v; l = 1; : : : ;m; j 2 Jh;where �hfi;j = fi(xh)� �fi;j(xh); i = 1; : : : ; k; j 2 Jh; and�hgl;j = ��gl;j(x); l = 1; : : : ;m; j 2 Jhare so-alled linearization errors. In nononvex ases, we replae the linearizationerrors by so-alled subgradient loality measures�hfi;j = max [j�hfi;j j ; fikxh � yjk2℄�hgl;j = max [j�hgl;j j ; glkxh � yjk2℄;where fi � 0 for i = 1; : : : ; k and gl � 0 for l = 1; : : : ;m, are so-alled distanemeasure parameters (fi = 0 if fi is onvex and gl = 0 if gl is onvex).Let (dh; vh) be a solution of (5). We perform the following two-point line searhstrategy, whih will detet disontinuities in the gradients of the objetive fun-tions. We assume that mL 2 (0; 12 ), mR 2 (mL; 1) and �t 2 (0; 1℄ are some �xed5



line searh parameters. First, we searh for the largest number thL 2 [0; 1℄ suhthat max ffi(xh + thLdh)� fi(xh) j i = 1; : : : ; kg � mLthLvh; andmax fgl(xh + thLdh) j l = 1; : : : ;mg � 0:If thL � �t, we take a long serious step:xh+1 = xh + thLdh and yh+1 = xh+1;if 0 < thL < �t, then we take a short serious step:xh+1 = xh + thLdh and yh+1 = xh + thRdhand if thL = 0, we take a null step:xh+1 = xh and yh+1 = xh + thRdh;where thR > thL is suh that��h+1fi;h+1 + (�h+1fi )Tdh � mRvh:We use the line searh algorithm of [M�akel�a and Neittaanm�aki, 1992℄ to produethe step-sizes thL and thR. The iteration is terminated when � 12vh < "s, where"s > 0 is an auray parameter supplied by the user. The subgradient aggregationstrategy due to [Kiwiel, 1985(b)℄ is used to bound the storage requirements (i.e.,the size of the index set Jh) and a modi�ation of the weight updating algorithmof [Kiwiel, 1990℄ is used to update the weight uh.Next we onsider some optimality results onerning the solutions produed bythe multiobjetive proximal bundle method.Theorem 8. Let the multiobjetive optimization problem (1) be onvex andSlater's onstraint quali�ation be satis�ed. If the multiobjetive proximal bundlemethod stops with a �nite number of iterations, then the solution is weakly Paretooptimal. On the other hand, any aumulation point of an in�nite sequene of so-lutions generated by the multiobjetive proximal bundle method is weakly Paretooptimal.For the proof we refer to [Kiwiel, 1985(a)℄ and [Wang, 1989℄.If the onvexity assumption is not satis�ed, we obtain somewhat weaker resultsabout substationary points. In addition, we have to assume that the objetiveand the onstraint funtions are weakly semismooth. A funtion fi : Rn ! R issaid to be weakly semismooth if the diretional derivative f 0i(x; d) = limt#0(fi(x+td) � fi(x))=t exists for all x and d, and f 0i(x; d) = limt#0 �(x + td)Td, where�(x+ td) 2 �fi(x+ td).Theorem 9. Let the funtions of the multiobjetive optimization problem (1) beweakly semismooth. If multiobjetive proximal bundle method stops with a �nitenumber of iterations, then the solution is a substationary point. On the otherhand, any aumulation point of an in�nite sequene of solutions generated by themultiobjetive proximal bundle method is a substationary point.For the proof, see [Wang, 1989℄ and the referenes therein.6



4. Spei�ation of MPBNGC 2.0The ode MPBNGC is an Fortran 77 implementation of the multiobjetive proxi-mal bundle method desribed in previous hapter for nonsmooth, nononvex andgenerally onstrained optimization problem
(6) 8>>>><>>>>: minimize f1(x); : : : ; fm(x)subjet to fj(x) � 0; j = m+ 1; : : : ;m+mgCx � b;and bl � x � bu;where the funtions fj : Rn ! R for j = 1; : : :m +mg are supposed to be loallyLipshitz ontinuous, C is m � n onstraint matrix, b is m-vetor of right-hand-sides, and bl, bu are n-vetors of lower and upper bounds, respetively.In the new version 2.0 of MPBNGC the dual of the quadrati subproblem (5)is solved by PLQDF1 subroutine, whih is an realization of the dual range spaequadrati programming method for minimax approximation with linear onstraints[Luk�san, 1984℄. The ode PLQDF1 replaes QPDF4 subroutine used in previ-ous versions of MPBNGC. QPDF4 is an implementation of the dual ative-setquadrati programming algorithm [Kiwiel, 1986℄.The ommuniation with MPNNGC has to be done under the following guide-lines. The user has to provide the main program alling MPBNGC and the sub-routine FASG for funtion and subgradient alulation. MPBNGC must be linkedtogether with PLQDF1. The heading of MPBNGC subroutine is the following.C******************************************************************SUBROUTINE MPBNGC (N, X, MF, MG, F, FASG, MC, C, B, RL& LMAX, GAM, EPS, FEAS, JMAX, NITER,& NFASG, NOUT, IPRINT, IERR, BL, BU,& IWORK, LIWORK, WORK, LWORK, IUSER, USER)C******************************************************************INTEGER N, MF, MG, MC, LMAX, JMAX, NITER,& NFASG, NOUT, IPRINT, IERR, LIWORK,& LWORK, IWORK(LIWORK), IUSER(*)DOUBLE PRECISION RL, EPS, FEAS,& X(N), F(MF+MG), C(MC+1,N),& B(MC+1), GAM(MF+1), BL(N),& BU(N), WORK(LWORK), USER(*)EXTERNAL FASGParameter desription of MPBNGC 2.0 is the following.N { Integer InputOn entry: The number of variables.Constraint: N � 1.X(N) { Double preision array Input/Output7



On entry: The initial approximation to the solution.On exit: The best alulated approximation to the solution.Constraint: X must be feasible with respet to onstraints.MF { Integer InputOn entry: The number of objetive funtions.Constraint: MF � 1.MG { Integer InputOn entry: The number of general onstraint funtions.Constraint: MG � 0.F(MF+MG) { Double preision array OutputOn exit: The objetive and general onstraint funtion values at the solution.FASG { Subroutine, supplied by the user External ProedureMust alulate the funtion values and single subgradients of theobjetive and general onstraint funtions. FASG must be delaredas EXTERNAL in the mainprogram from whih MPBNGC is alled.The spei�ation of FASG is the following.C*******************************************************SUBROUTINE FASG (N, X, MM, F, G, IERR, IUSER, USER)C*******************************************************INTEGER N, MM, IERR, IUSER(*)DOUBLE PRECISION X(N), F(MM), G(N,MM), USER(*)N { Integer InputOn entry: The number of variables.X(N) { Double preision array InputOn entry: The urrent iteration point.MM { Integer InputOn entry: The total number of objetive and general onstraintfuntions, i.e. MM = MF + MG.F(MM) { Double preision array OutputOn exit: The objetive and general onstraint funtion values atthe urrent iteration point.G(N,MM) { Double preision array OutputOn exit: The matrix ontaining in its olumns the subgradientsof the objetive and general onstraint funtions at theurrent iteration point.IERR { Integer OutputOn exit: The failure parameter. If there exist problems in fun-tion or subgradient alulations, set IERR = 8.IUSER(*) { Integer array WorkspaeUSER(*) { Double preision array Workspae8



MC { Integer InputOn entry: The number of linear onstraints.Constraint: MC � 0.C(MC+1,N) { Double preision array InputOn entry: The oeÆient matrix of linear onstraints. If MC = 0, then C is notreferened.B(MC+1) { Double preision array InputOn entry: The right hand side vetor linear onstraints. If MC = 0, then B isnot referened.RL { Double preision InputOn entry: The line searh parameter mL.Constraint: 0 < RL < 0:5.LMAX { Integer InputOn entry: The upper bound for funtion and subgradient alulations per iter-ation.Constraint: LMAX � 1.GAM(MP1) { Double preision array InputOn entry: The vetor of distane measure parameters . The dimension MP1is de�ned by MP1 = � MF+ 1; if MG > 0;MF; if MG = 0.The �rst M omponents are devoted to the orresponding objetivefuntions and the (possible) last omponent is ommon for all thegeneral onstraint funtions. Set GAM(i) = 0 if the orrespondingith funtion is onvex.Constraint: GAM(i) � 0, i = 1; : : : ;MP1.EPS { Double preision InputOn entry: The �nal auray tolerane.Constraint: EPS > 0.FEAS { Double preision InputOn entry: The tolerane for onstraint feasibility.Constraint: FEAS > 0.JMAX { Integer InputOn entry: The upper bound for the size of the bundle, i.e. for stored subgradi-ents.Constraint: JMAX � 2.NITER { Integer Input/OutputOn entry: The upper bound for number of iterations.On exit: The number of used iterations.Constraint: NITER � 1.NOUT { Integer InputOn entry: The output unit number. 9



NFASG { Integer Input/OutputOn entry: The upper bound for the FASG alls.On exit: The number of used funtion and subgradient alls.Constraint: NFASG � 2.IPRINT { Integer InputOn entry: The printout ontrol parameter.-1 : No printout.0 : Only the error messages.1 : The �nal values of the objetive funtions.2 : The whole �nal solution.3 : At eah iteration the values of the objetive funtions.4 : At eah iteration the whole solution.IERR { Integer OutputOn exit: The failure parameter.0 : Everything is OK.1 : The number of alls of FASG = NFASG.2 : The number of iterations = NITER.3 : Invalid input parameters.4 : Not enough working spae.5 : Failure in quadrati solver.6 : The starting point is not feasible.7 : Failure in attaining the demanded auray.8 : Failure in funtion or subgradient alulations (assigned by the user).BL(N) { Double preision array InputOn entry: The vetor of lower bounds for X.Constraint: BL(i) � BU(i), i = 1; : : : ;N.BU(N) { Double preision array InputOn entry: The vetor of upper bounds for X.Constraint: BU(i) � BL(i), i = 1; : : : ;N.IWORK(LIWORK) { Integer array WorkspaeLIWORK { Integer InputOn entry: The dimension of the array IWORK.Constraint: LIWORK � 2�(MP1�(JMAX+1)+MC+N).WORK(LWORK) { Double preision array WorkspaeLWORK { Integer InputOn entry: The dimension of the array WORK.Constraint: LWORK � MP1�(6�JMAX+10)+JMAX+ 5�MC+MG+MF+18+N�(N+2�MP1�JMAX+2�MP1 +2�MC+2�MG+2�MF+31)/2.IUSER(*) { Integer array WorkspaeUSER(*) { Double preision array Workspae
10



5. Problem Example5.1 Problem Formulation.To demonstrate the solution proess in details we shall solve by MPBNGC thefollowing test problem8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
minimize f1(x) = 100(x2 � x21)2 + (1� x1)2f2(x) = maxfx21 + (x2 � 1)2 + x2 � 1;�x21 � (x2 � 1)2 + x2 + 1gsubjet to (x1 � 1)2 + (x2 � 1)2 � 1 � 0x1 + x2 � 10 � x1; x2 � 1:Thus we want to solve a two dimensional biriteria optimization problem subjetto one nonlinear and one linear onstraint in the unit square. The �rst objetivefuntion is the lassial (smooth) Rosenbrok's nononvex banana funtion, whihattains its unonstrained minimum at (1; 1) (nonfeasible in this example). Theseond one is the nonsmooth and highly nononvex test funtion Cresent, whihhas the global minimum at (0; 0) (nonfeasible). The starting point was hosen tobe (1; 0), where both of the onstraint funtions and also the upper bound for x1and lower bound for x2 are ative.The used MPBNGC parameters were �xed as follows. The stopping riteria "s(EPS) was set to be 10�5, i.e. we demand approximately 5 right digits in the �nalsolution. The value 0.01 for the line searh parameter mL (RL) was notied towork well. The upper bound for the stored subgradients Jmax (JMAX) was hosento be 5. Due to the nononvexity of the objetive funtions the values 0.3, 0.6 and0.0 were used for the distane measure parameters f1 (GAM(1)), f2 (GAM(2))and f3 (GAM(3)), respetively. In order not to restrit the solution proess vialimiting the funtion or subgradient evaluations eah of the parameters LMAX,NITER and NFASG was hosen to be 100.5.2. Program Text.In the following we present the Fortran main program alling MPBNGC and thesubroutine FASG alulating the funtion and subgradient values.C*******************************************************************C PROGRAM TESTCC------------------------------------------------------------------C Program example for MPBNGC. Copyright by M.M.M�akel�a 2003.C*******************************************************************C INTEGER N, MF, MG, MC, MP1, NIN, JMAX, LIWORK, LWORKC PARAMETER (N = 2, MF = 2, MG = 1, MC = 1, MP1 = MF+1,& NIN = 10, JMAX = 5,11



& LIWORK = 2*(MP1*(JMAX+1)+MC+N),& LWORK = MP1*(6*JMAX+10)+JMAX+5*MC+MG+MF+18+& N*(N+2*MP1*JMAX+2*MP1+2*MC+2*MG+2*MF+31)/2)C INTEGER LMAX, NITER, NFASG, NOUT, IPRINT, IERR,& IWORK(LIWORK), IUSER(1)C DOUBLE PRECISION RL, EPS, FEAS,& X(N), F(MF+MG), C(MC+1,N), B(MC+1), GAM(MP1),& BL(N), BU(N), WORK(LWORK), USER(1)C EXTERNAL FASGC LMAX = 100NITER = 100NFASG = 100C Skip the heading of the data fileREAD (NIN,*)READ (NIN,*) (X(J), J=1,N)READ (NIN,*) (BL(J), J=1,N)READ (NIN,*) (BU(J), J=1,N)READ (NIN,*) ((C(I,J), J=1,N), B(I), I=1,MC)READ (NIN,*) (GAM(J), J=1,MP1)READ (NIN,*) RL, EPS, FEAS, IPRINT, NOUTC------------------------------------------------------------------CALL MPBNGC (N, X, MF, MG, F, FASG, MC, C, B, RL, LMAX,& GAM, EPS, FEAS, JMAX, NITER, NFASG, NOUT,& IPRINT, IERR, BL, BU, IWORK, LIWORK, WORK,& LWORK, IUSER, USER)C------------------------------------------------------------------IF (IERR.GT.0) THENWRITE (NOUT,*)WRITE (NOUT, 9999) 'MPBNGC terminated with IERR =', IERREND IFSTOP9999 FORMAT (1X,A,I3)ENDCC*******************************************************************C SUBROUTINE FASG (N, X, MM, F, G, IERR, IUSER, USER)CC*******************************************************************C INTEGER N, MM, IERR, IUSER(*)C DOUBLE PRECISION DIFF, 12



& X(N), F(MM), G(N,MM), USER(*)C INTRINSIC DMAX1CC------------------C RosenbrokC------------------F(1) = 100*(X(2)-X(1)**2)**2+(1-X(1))**2G(1,1) = -400*X(1)*(X(2)-X(1)**2)-2*(1-X(1))G(2,1) = 200*(X(2)-X(1)**2)C------------------C CresentC------------------F(2) = DMAX1(X(1)**2+(X(2)-1)**2+X(2)-1,& -(X(1)**2)-(X(2)-1)**2+X(2)+1)DIFF = X(1)**2+(X(2)-1)**2+X(2)-1+(X(1)**2)+(X(2)-1)**2-X(2)-1IF (DIFF.GE.0.0D+00) THENG(1,2) = 2*X(1)G(2,2) = 2*X(2)-1ELSEG(1,2) = -2*X(1)G(2,2) = -2*X(2)+3END IFC------------------C ConstraintC------------------F(3) = (X(1)-1)**2+(X(2)-1)**2-1G(1,3) = 2*X(1)-2G(2,3) = 2*X(2)-2RETURNENDCC*******************************************************************5.3. Program Data.Program Data for MPBNGC Example1.0D+00 0.0D+000.0D+00 0.0D+001.0D+00 1.0D+001.0D+00 1.0D+00 1.0D+000.3D+00 0.6D+00 0.0D+000.1D-01 1.0D-05 1.0D-09 4 65.4. Program Results.The output of MPBNGC is the following.Iter: 0 Nfun: 1 f1(x) = 100.0000 Eps = .4449887E-0213



f2(x) = 1.000000x(1) = 1.000000x(2) = 0.0000000E+00Iter: 1 Nfun: 2 f1(x) = 97.35182 Eps =0.1056127E-01f2(x) = 0.9866899x(1) = 0.9955501x(2) = 0.4449887E-02Iter: 2 Nfun: 3 f1(x) = 93.57143 Eps = 0.6191521E-01f2(x) = 0.9674177x(1) = 0.9884699x(2) = 0.9750147E-02Iter: 3 Nfun: 4 f1(x) = 70.62354 Eps = 0.4562671f2(x) = 0.8432974x(1) = 0.9458080x(2) = 0.5419204E-01Iter: 4 Nfun: 5 f1(x) = 70.62354 Eps = 0.3678280f2(x) = 0.8432974x(1) = 0.9458080x(2) = 0.5419204E-01Iter: 5 Nfun: 6 f1(x) = 9.432154 Eps = 0.1501864f2(x) = 0.3698702x(1) = 0.7474285x(2) = 0.2545715Iter: 6 Nfun: 7 f1(x) = 0.9172208 Eps = 0.7608890E-01f2(x) = 0.3308772x(1) = 0.5669369x(2) = 0.2359963Iter: 7 Nfun: 8 f1(x) = 0.9005946 Eps = 0.2598784E-01f2(x) = 0.2393255x(1) = 0.5066403x(2) = 0.1756171Iter: 8 Nfun: 9 f1(x) = 0.8817410 Eps = 0.8816035E-02f2(x) = 0.2117380x(1) = 0.4859587x(2) = 0.1575746Iter: 9 Nfun: 10 f1(x) = 0.8738081 Eps = 0.2961100E-02f2(x) = 0.2027801x(1) = 0.4788525x(2) = 0.1516973Iter: 10 Nfun: 11 f1(x) = 0.8709535 Eps = 0.9922325E-03f2(x) = 0.1998081x(1) = 0.4764441x(2) = 0.1497434Iter: 11 Nfun: 12 f1(x) = 0.8699735 Eps = 0.3326982E-03f2(x) = 0.1988147x(1) = 0.4756331x(2) = 0.149089814



Iter: 12 Nfun: 13 f1(x) = 0.8696422 Eps = 0.1115930E-03f2(x) = 0.1984819x(1) = 0.4753607x(2) = 0.1488707Iter: 13 Nfun: 14 f1(x) = 0.8695307 Eps = 0.3743479E-04f2(x) = 0.1983703x(1) = 0.4752693x(2) = 0.1487973Iter: 14 Nfun: 15 f1(x) = 0.8694933 Eps = 0.1255835E-04f2(x) = 0.1983329x(1) = 0.4752386x(2) = 0.1487726Iter: 15 Nfun: 16 f1(x) = 0.8694808 Eps = 0.4213313E-05f2(x) = 0.1983203x(1) = 0.4752283x(2) = 0.1487644Note, that the previous version of MPBNGC utilizing QPDF4 as a quadratisolver terminated after 25 iteration and 26 funtion evaluation with auray diÆ-ulties (IERR = 7). The �nal solution was the point x25 = (0:4752386; 0:1487726)and the objetive funtion values were f(x25) = (0:8694933; 0:1983329) with theauray parameter value Eps = 0.1522595E-04.6. Numerial ExperimentsIn order to show the reliability of the new version of MPBNGC, some numer-ial experiments with 10 nonsmooth unonstrained single riteria test problemsdesribed in [Haarala et al., 2003℄ will now be reported. The test problems anbe formulated with any number of variables and they have onstruted either byhaining and extending standard nonsmooth small sale problems or by nons-moothing large sale smooth problems.We ompared the performane of the new version 2.0 of MPBNGC using PLQDF1with the previous version 1.34 utilizing QPDF4 as a quadrati solver. The experi-ments were performed in the SGI Origin 2000/128 superomputer (MIPS R12000,600 Mop/s/proessor) of CSC.The parameters had the following standard values: RL= 0:05, LMAX= 200,JMAX= 100 and EPS= 10�5. In order not to restrit the solution proess via lim-iting the funtion or subgradient evaluations the parameters NITER and NFASGwere hosen to be large enough. For �ve onvex problems the standard value 0:0for GAM was used, while for nononvex problems the value was 0:5.The used dimensions of the problems were 10, 100 and 1 000. For the largestproblems n = 1 000 the CPU time used were restrited to be less than half anhour. Our numerial results are summarized in Tables 1{3.15



The following abbreviations will be used:Ndif � number of problems with di�erent resultsNiter � the average number of iterationsNfun � the average number of funtion allsNfail � the number of failuresNlim � the number of time limitsCPU � the average CPU time in seonds.The average results with 10 variables are presented in Table 1. The methodsperformed in quite a similar way; there where only two problems, where theydi�ered. The version 2.0 used a little bit less iterations and funtion alls, but theolder version 1.34 was a little bit faster.Version Ndif Niter Nfun Nfail Nlim CPUMPB 1.34 2 50.0 57.5 0 0 8.39E-03MPB 2.00 2 48.1 50.8 0 0 8.71E-03Table 1. Average results for n = 10.The results obtained with 100 variables an be seen in Table 2. Now there weremore di�erenes in the performanes, namely six. The new version was better inall the riteria measured: it used less iterations, funtion alls and CPU time thanthe old version. The di�erenes were also learer, espeially in terms of CPU time.Version Ndif Niter Nfun Nfail Nlim CPUMPB 1.34 6 676.6 704.3 1 0 7.87MPB 2.00 6 572.3 592.7 0 0 4.91Table 2. Average results for n = 100.Finally, the results with the large sale problems (1 000 variables) an be foundin Table 3. The same trends as before seem to ontinue. There were di�erenes inthe performanes in eight ases from ten. Again, the new version was better in allthe riteria measured and the di�erenes were now remarkable. One explanationfor this is a test example, where the old version needed about ten times moreiterations and funtion alls and 30 times more CPU time than the new one.Note, that the methods were terminated to the limit (half an hour) of CPU timeby four times. These results are not inluded in the average numbers. However,in every ase, the new version reahed better solution and was faster to alulatemore iterations in this time limit.Version Ndif Niter Nfun Nfail Nlim CPUMPB 1.34 8 219.5 291.1 1 4 33.43MPB 2.00 8 45.2 48.4 0 4 1.26Table 3. Average results for n = 1000.16
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